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Abstract. In this paper, we propose the concept of synthesizing a mul-
timedia cooking recipe from a text recipe and a database composed of
video clips depicting cooking operations. A multimedia cooking recipe is
a cooking recipe where each cooking operation is associated with a cor-
responding video clip depicting it, aimed to facilitate the understanding
of cooking operations. In order to synthesize such a multimedia cooking
recipe from an arbitrary text-based cooking recipe, a large number of
video clips describing various cooking operations should be prepared in
the database. Thus, we propose a method to build a database composed
of video clips depicting cooking operations, which detects and classi-
fies cooking operations in the cook shows, and tags them with cooking
operations in a corresponding cooking recipe text. We also introduce a
prototype multimedia cooking recipe interface named “Video CooKing”
to demonstrate our concept.

Keywords: cooking recipe, visualization, cooking video, cooking oper-
ation, motion analysis, automatic tagging.

1 Introduction

Recently, the number of cooking recipe texts posted on the Web is increasing. For
example, “Cookpad”1 is a recipe-based social networking service where users can
post original recipes and also report results and comments. It is so popular that it
is said that one fourth of Japanese women in their thirties accesses this service.
However, most of the cooking recipes on the Web are text-based and do not
have enough explanations about cooking terms, especially cooking operations.
� Currently at Brother Industries, Ltd., Japan.
1 COOKPAD Inc., “COOKPAD,” http://cookpad.com/
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Although some cooking recipes may have image-based explanations, they are
not always sufficient for the understanding of some cooking operations.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose the concept of synthesizing a multimedia
cooking recipe from a text-based recipe, and also introduce a prototype interface,
named “Video CooKing”. As shown in Fig. 1, a multimedia cooking recipe is a
cooking recipe where each cooking operation is associated with a corresponding
video clip depicting it. Compared with an existing text-based cooking recipe, the
multimedia cooking recipe makes each cooking operation more understandable
with a visual explanation. In fact, a cooking assistance software for a portable
game machine “Nintendo DS”, that provides users with multimedia explanations
of cooking recipes, is already commercially available2. However, to create such
a software, visual explanations should be prepared manually in advance. We
consider that it is unrealistic to manually prepare numerous video clips depicting
cooking operations on various ingredients.

To solve this problem, we are aiming at obtaining such video clips from cook
shows automatically. A cook show contains video clips depicting each cooking
operation in its corresponding cooking recipe, and is broadcast with closed-
captions. We obtain a set of tagged video clips depicting cooking operations
from many cook shows, and consequently build a database with them. Once
such a database is built, we can apply the method proposed in this paper to
cooking recipes without corresponding cook shows, for example cooking recipes
on the Web.

Meanwhile, Hamada et al. proposed the “Cooking Navi” system that analyzes
the dependency structure in a cooking recipe text [2], aligns each step to a video
segment obtained from a corresponding cook show [3], and also presents the steps
along the dependency structure with the aligned video while a user cooks [4].
However, this system can generate a multimedia cooking recipe only when the
cooking recipe has a corresponding cook show.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section illustrates the method for
associating a cooking recipe text with its corresponding cook show to build
a database composed of video clips depicting cooking operations. Section 3
introduces a prototype multimedia cooking recipe interface named “Video
CooKing”. The paper ends with a summary and discussion of future works in
Section 4.

2 Composing a Database of Video Clips Depicting
Cooking Operations

As shown in Fig. 2, the flow of associating a cooking recipe text with a cook show
is composed of mainly three processes: 1) text processing, 2) image processing
and 3) integration. The text processing part analyzes the cooking recipe text
and the closed-captions (CC) to extract tags (a pair of an “ingredient” and a

2 Nintendo Co., Ltd., “It talks! DS Cooking Navi (in Japanese),”
http://www.nintendo.co.jp/ds/a4vj/
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(Title)

(Ingredients)

(Preparation Steps)

(a) Text-based cooking
recipe

(b) Video clips of cooking
operations

(Title)

(Ingredients)

(Preparation Steps)

(c) Multimedia cooking recipe

Fig. 1. Synthesis of a multimedia cooking recipe ((a) + (b) → (c))

Cooking show

Cooking recipe text Text processing

Integration

(“onion”, “slice”)

Closed-captions Text processing

Image processingCooking video

Fig. 2. Process flow for tagging a video clip depicting cooking operations from a cook
show

“cooking operation”). The image processing part extracts video clips depicting
cooking operations from the cook show, and then classifies them. The integration
part associates the tags with the video clips depicting cooking operations.

Although the following explanation is based on the processing of Japanese
cooking recipe text, it should be possible to be applied to other languages by a
similar approach. Accordingly, some language-specific details are omitted in the
following explanations for simplicity.

2.1 Text Processing: Extracting Cooking Operations and
Corresponding Ingredients

In the text processing part, pairs of an “ingredient” and a “cooking operation”
are extracted as tags for video clips depicting cooking operations from a cooking
recipe text and CCs. The structure of a cooking recipe text and CCs is shown
in Fig. 3. Generally, a cooking recipe is composed of “Ingredients” where all
ingredients are listed, and “Preparation Steps” where cooking procedures are
described as a numbered list. Meanwhile, CCs contain the transcript of the
speech and the timing of its utterance in the audio track. The details of the
process are described below.
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Analyzing the cooking recipe text and the CC. First, morphological anal-
ysis is applied to each sentence in “Ingredients” and “Preparation Steps” of the
input cooking recipe text. Next, nouns (ingredients) that commonly appear in
both “Ingredients” and “Preparation Steps”, together with verbs (cooking oper-
ations) are extracted from “Preparation Steps”, respectively. Then, considering
the grammar, each cooking operation is associated with its target ingredients
in “Preparation Steps”. As a result, pairs of an “ingredient” and a “cooking
operation” are obtained from the cooking recipe text.

Similarly, pairs of an “ingredient” and a “cooking operation” are obtained
from the CC, too.

(Title)

(Ingredients)

(Preparation Steps)

(a) Cooking recipe text

Time Speech transcript

(b) Closed-captions

Fig. 3. Structure of a cooking recipe text and closed-captions

2.2 Image Processing: Classifying the Video Clips Depicting
Cooking Operations from the Cook Show

In general, as shown in Fig. 4, a “face shot” and a “hand shot” appear alternately
in a cook show. The upper body of a person is captured in the face shot, whereas
the hand of a person is zoomed-up in the hand shot. It is generally considered
that the hand shot is more important for cooking assistance, since the closeup
of the current state or a cooking operation is captured in the shot [6]. For this
reason, we focus on the hand shot and classify scenes in them into the following
three categories considering motion.

– “Repetitious motions”: A scene containing motions that repeat several times.
It is further classified into the following two categories:

• “Converged”: A scene where the periodic changes of pixel values are
observed in a specific area of a frame. (ex. cut)

• “Distributed”: A scene where periodic changes of pixel values are ob-
served in a wide area of a frame. (ex. fry, mix)
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Face shot Hand shot Face shot Hand shot
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Face shotCooking operation scene

Cut Cut Cut

Current state scene
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Fig. 4. General structure of a cook show

– “Current state”: A scene containing no dynamic motion. (ex. stew, boil,
“ingredient (noun)”)

– “Other motions”: Other than the above. (ex. serve, season)

The details of the classification of the scenes are described next.

Classifying the hand shots. First, the input cook show is segmented into
shots, and then only hand shots are extracted from them by the method proposed
by Miura et al. [6]. Next, for each segment composed of several continuous frames
in a hand shot, an eigenspace is constructed. Then each frame in the segment
is projected onto the eigenspace. As the motion feature for the classification,
we focus on the trajectory drawn in each eigenspace (Fig. 5 (center column)),
especially that drawn on the first eigenaxis (Fig. 5 (right column)). Then, the
trajectory of each segment is classified with the following conditions:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

“Repetitious motions” if m ≥ θm

“Current state” if m < θm and Δr ≤ θΔr

“Other motions” otherwise
(1)

where m is the number of peaks, Δr is the difference of the minimum and the
maximum values of the trajectory, and θm and θΔr are the thresholds of m and
Δr, respectively. Here, the peak is defined as a point that meets the following
conditions:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

g(t) − g(t + 1) ≥ θ1,

g(t) − g(t − 1) ≥ θ1,

g(t + 1) − g(t + 2) ≥ θ2,

g(t − 1) − g(t − 2) ≥ θ2

(2)
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(a) Repetitious motions
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(b) Current state
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(c) Other motions

Fig. 5. Example of the analysis results for each motion category. In each motion cate-
gory, the left column is an input video clip, the center column is its trajectory on the
eigenspace, the right column is the trajectory projected onto the first eigenaxis.

where g(t) is the value on the first eigenaxis at time t, θ1 and θ2 are the thresholds
of the peak strengths. Finally, we regard a series of the segments classified into
the same motion category as a scene.

Classifying the repetitious motions. The second-stage of the classification
is performed only for “repetitious motions”. First, frequency analysis is applied
to continuous frames in an input scene, and then, after segmenting the frame
into blocks, the temporal change of pixel values is calculated per block. Next,
the number of repetitions in each block are counted, where an explicit peak at a
certain frequency exists. Example of the results of the repetition count is shown
in Fig. 6. Next, regarding each block as a sample point, eigenvalues λ1, λ2 are
calculated by applying PCA (Principal Component Analysis) to the distribution
of repetition counts in a frame. As shown in Fig. 7, there is a clear difference be-
tween “converged” and “distributed” in the distribution of the repetition counts.
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Fig. 6. Example of the frequency analyses. The deeper the color, the larger the count.

(a) Converged (b) Distributed

Fig. 7. Example of the results of PCA applied to the distribution of repetition counts
in a frame. The dashed lines represent the first and the second eigenaxes. There is
a clear difference between the distribution of repetition counts in “Converged” and
“Distributed”.

Focusing on this, the input scene is classified further into two motion categories
by the following condition:

{
“Converged” if (λ1 − λ2) ≥ θλ

“Distributed” otherwise
(3)

where θλ is the threshold of the variance on each axis.

2.3 Integration: Tagging the Video Clips Depicting Cooking
Operations

Each video clip depicting a cooking operation classified according to the process
described in 2.2 is associated with a tag (pair of an “ingredient” and a “cooking
operation”) obtained according to the process described in 2.1 as follows: First,
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the pairs of an “ingredient” and a “cooking operation” that commonly appear
in both cooking recipe text and CC are extracted by matching them. Next, each
pair is tagged to a video clip depicting a cooking operation according to the time
stamp in the CC. Here, only tags that correspond to the motion category of the
video clip depicting a cooking operation are selectively tagged.

By applying the method to many cook shows, we will obtain a set of tagged
video clips depicting cooking operations, and consequently build a database com-
posed of them.

2.4 Experiment

We evaluated the association performance of the method described above with
the following experiment.

Experimental conditions. Eight cooking recipes and corresponding cook
shows3 (320 × 240 pixels, 30 fps and in total 75 min.) were used. A Japanese
morphological analyzer MeCab4 was used to obtain the parts-of-speech of the
terms. Cut detection and hand shot extraction from the cook shows were per-
formed manually for this experiment, and the extracted hand shots without
corresponging tags were excluded from the classification targets. We manually
labeled each scene for the ground-truth. The size of the blocks and the window
width for the classifications of “repetitious motions” were set to 16 × 16 pixels
and 256 frames (about 8 seconds), respectively according to the result of a pre-
liminary experiment. We evaluated the tagging accuracy based on two counting
rules: 1) a tagging is judged as correct if a pair of an “ingredient” and a “cooking
operation” is correctly tagged to a scene (pair-count) or 2) if only a “cooking
operation” is correctly tagged (solo-count).

Experimental results. 129 scenes were obtained as the result of the clas-
sification of the hand shots, and 135 pairs of an “ingredient” and a “cooking
operation” were tagged to them. The tagging accuracy was 52.6% based on the
pair-count rule, 68.1% based on the the solo-count rule.

Discussions. In the text processing part, there were many mis-matchings of
tags caused by different expressions of a similar cooking operation. We consider
that we can cope with this problem by using a thesaurus of cooking terms. In the
image processing part, we consider that there are two important points in order
to obtain higher classification accuracy: 1) treatment of a scene with a large
camerawork which yields a large motion, and 2) choice of the best thresholds
for accurate classification of “repetitious motions” and “other motions”. In the

3 NHK Educational Corp., “Today’s cooking for everyone (in Japanese),”
http://www.kyounoryouri.jp/.

4 Kyoto University, “Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab,”
http://mecab.sourceforge.net/
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integration part, most of the mis-taggings were caused by the existance of an
operation that is not mainly-focused but captured in the frame (Fig. 8(a)), or
operations or states that do not involve motion (Fig. 8(b)). As for the former
(Fig. 8(a)), although the tagging result was (“water”, “boil”), the camerawork
was focusing on dissolving scorch in the boiled water using a spoon. As for the
latter (Fig. 8(b)), although the tagging result was (“egg”, “become hard”), we
judged the tagging result as incorrect since such a cooking operation could not
be observed as a motion.

However, in view of the complexity of associating a cooking recipe text with
a video clip depicting a cooking operation, we consider that the experimental
results are sufficient for our purpose at the current stage, since we consider
that the user may select what s/he needs from the video clips presented in an
interface.

(a) Tagging result: (“water”, “boil”) (b) Tagging result: (“egg”, “become
hard”)

Fig. 8. Examples of mis-tagging

3 Video CooKing: A Prototype Multimedia Cooking
Recipe Interface

We implemented a prototype interface “Video CooKing” as shown in Fig. 9 to
demonstrate the concept of the multimedia cooking recipe. In the interface, each
cooking operation in “Preparation Steps” in the left column is linked with its
one or more corresponding video clips depicting cooking operations. When a
linked cooking operation is clicked, a list of ingredients that are the targets of
the cooking operation is shown in the right column. Each ingredient is linked
to a video clip depicting a cooking operation if there is more than one cor-
responding video clips that exist in the database. Users can play / stop the
video clip themselves. We consider that this interface that enables an user to
browse a multimedia cooking recipe, facilitates the understanding of cooking
operations.
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Fig. 9. Video CooKing: a prototype multimedia cooking recipe interface. The original
cooking recipe on the Web6 is shown in the left column, and video clips depicting
cooking operations corresponding to each cooking operation in the recipe text is shown
in the right column when clicked.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the concept of synthesizing a multimedia cooking
recipe and also introuced a prototype interface. Experimental results showed
the effectiveness of our method in tagging a pair of an “ingredient” and a “cook-
ing operation” to a video clip obtained from a cook show, and consequently,
the capability of building a database composed of video clips depicting cook-
ing operations. Future work includes the improvement of the interface and the
tagging [5].
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